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Plan

1. An old atom-interferometer experiment (Paris, 1991-92) revisited

2. Looped (in space or time) quantum dynamics



  

Part 1: On superposition in time
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The idea of the experiment
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The idea of the experiment

Long-lived excited 
atomic state

Electric field

The excited atomic state 
decays and photon is 

emitted 

But this is a 1-atom wavepacket!
Will photons interfere?

Two-peaked center-
of-mass atomic 

wavepacket
(1 atom!)



  

Analogy to the standard Young double slit experiment
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Analogy to the standard Young double slit experiment is misleading!

Rather EPR than Young! 
A „which-way” experiment

λ=120 nm

120 nm



  

Non-naive prediction (momentum conservation):
After spontaneous emission an entangled state is formed

Photons become an incoherent mixture of states emitted by the two 
atomic peaks. The atomic phase-shift is unobservable in photon 
statistics.



  

A surprise!

Naive Young interference 
prediction (dashed line)

Experiment



  

Experiment
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Disagree!

Disagree!



  

Theorists analyze this Gedankenexperiment
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Theorists analyze this Gedankenexperiment

Electric field 
ON for t ≥ 0



  

But the actual experiment is different
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But the actual experiment is different

Superposition in time?



  

But the actual experiment is different

?????

We don't have good intuitions... 
This is not a standard entangled-state problem, so...



  

...compute!



  

An attempt of quantum optical calculation (1995)

It didn't clarify the situation: too many approximations, no control 
over unitarity of evolution etc. (we gave up)



  

● We first should understand if the effect is not excluded on 
general grounds

● Stripe it of all inessential details

● A hint: In EPR-type situations almost anything can be 
reduced to a 2-qubit problem

● Look for a 2-qubit analogue of the Paris experiment

● Solve it exactly

A better strategy:



  

A 2-qubit exactly solvable toy model

Atomic position

Hamiltonian

Atom-photon/vacuum basis

Initial condition

Ctrl-NOT



  

The question: Does the probability of detecting a „photon” 

depend on the phase of the „atomic” initial condition?



  

The question: Does the probability of detecting a „photon” 

depend on the phase of the „atomic” initial condition?

A naive „non-naive” prediction is something like

Interaction zone 1



  

For a=3, b=2 the eigenvalues of H are ±1, ±4



  

tϕ

Probability of „1-photon” is atomic-phase dependent!

t

ϕ=π/4

ϕ=0



  

Modification #1: Both zones coupled in the same way

The effect disappears! (independent evolutions)



  

Modification #2: Free evolution eliminated

Again the effect disappears! 



  

Preliminary moral

● It seems the 1991-92 experiments discovered a new type of 
entanglement-related quantum effect

● The effect seems to be a consequence of a „superposed-in-time 
initial condition”, although standard QM is enough

● The analysis we gave in 1995 was probably basically correct



  

Part 2: On loops in space and time



  

Consider a general unitary map (a scattering, a unitary evolution, 
a beam splitter...)

The output split into two 
subspaces of the same 
dimensions as the input

An input arbitrarily split 
into two „ports” of any 

dimensions



  

Consider a general unitary map (a scattering, a unitary evolution, 
a beam splitter...)

An input arbitrarily split 
into two „ports” of any 

dimensions

The output split into two 
subspaces of the same 
dimensions as the input

The problem: How to formally model a feedback loop where a 
part of the output is fed again into an input

Is it a linear map? If so, what is the formula? What is the 
dependence on U or V? Is it useful?



  
space

time
Variants of Elitzur-Vaidman...

..or dynamics in neighborhoods 
of timelike wormholes

(grandfather paradox, Deutsch's 
nonlinear self-consistency...)

...or Aharonov-Bohm configurations... 



  

Sagnac interferometer
(no loop)
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Michelson interferometer
(no loop)

Loop



  

Michelson-type  
interferometer with a loop

Loop



  



  

Theorem: Let                            . Then 

 for any U and V. Any looped beam splitter is fully reflecting!



  

Looped unitary transformation is un-looped-space unitary. 
Its explicit form

Operators in the un-
looped subspace



  
space

timeGrandfather paradox disappears
(Elitzur-Vaidman type effect)



  

If the looped trajectory self-crosses then the crossing point is reflecting
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If you are able to enter a timelike wormhole, it means there is no 
way out! You will never cross your own worldline again

If the loop in principle allows you to cross your own worldline, 
you will reflect from the entrance to the wormhole.
This is essentially a version of the Elitzur-Vaidman effect.
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